
Core and Collect in one pass. The Flexblade Core Collector is a patented implement 

developed by Groundsman Industries to simply and efficiently remove aeration soil from 

the green. This implement will save many hours of manual work or an extra operation 

with heavy cumbersome equipment. It collects cleanly and over 60% of the cores enter 

the collector from the Toro Procore 648 aerator without touching the ground. The 

remainder are scooped cleanly from the surface without blocking the holes by seven  

platelets which conform to the contours acting like shovels. Surface disruption is 

minimised and the greens are left clean ready for top dressing and play. Cores are 

dumped automatically when the machine is raised. The series of soil / core piles left at 

the edge of the green are easily shovelled into a turf vehicle or trailer. 

 

Groundsman Flexblade Soil / Core Collectors  

to fit Toro Procore 648 Pedestrian Aerator 

Core and Collect in one pass. The Flexblade Core Collector is a patented implement 

developed by Groundsman Industries to simply and efficiently remove aeration soil from 

the green. This implement will save many hours of manual work or an extra operation 

with heavy cumbersome equipment. It collects cleanly and over 60% of the cores enter the 

collector from the Toro Procore 648 aerator without touching the ground. The remainder 

are scooped cleanly from the surface without blocking the holes by seven  platelets which 

conform to the contours acting like shovels. Surface disruption is minimised and the 

greens are left clean ready for top dressing and play. Cores are dumped automatically 

when the machine is raised. The series of soil / core piles left at the edge of the green are 

easily shovelled into a turf vehicle or trailer. 

 

 

 

 

 

Groundsman Flexblade Soil / Core Collectors  

to fit John Deere 1500 PTO Aerator 


